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The interface between Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) and electric grids 
deserves careful attention, especially in low-performance electric power 
systems.  NPP, during shutdown and startup, are in essential need to reli-
able electric energy that should be delivered by power grid to NPP power 
house. Safety systems of the NPP are designed for continuous operation 
with limited variations in voltage and frequency from the nominal values. 
Hence electrical supply voltage and frequency should also be controlled 
within a defined narrow range. One way to improve grid characteristics is 
using Capacitors devices which are placed in distribution networks with 
various sizes to improve voltage profile and to control reactive power. 
This paper proposes a method for optimization of capacitors location and 
sizes, to improve the voltage profile as well as to reduce power losses of 
electric grid connecting with NPP. The proposed technique is based on 
genetic algorithms and applied to IEEE16-bus radial distribution network 
to assure its improvement.  The tabulated results show high efficiency in 
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The present study aims to improve the antioxidant and antimicrobial 
properties of cake and produce low calorie cake through substitution of  
wheat flour (WF) by irradiated broccoli (Brassica oleracea L.var italica) 
powder. In this study broccoli heads powder and broccoli leaves pow-
der were gamma irradiated at dose levels of 0, 3, 5 and 7 kGy. Results 
showed that ethanolic (70%) extract of irradiated broccoli heads powder 
(IBHP) and irradiated broccoli leaves powder (IBLP) at a dose level of 5 
kGy had higher total phenolic compounds (TPC) and antioxidant activ-
ity (AOA) compared to control and other doses. Thus, IBHP and IBLP 
at dose level of 5 kGy were selected for fortification of cake. IBHP was 
used to substitute (0, 1.5, 3, and 4.5 %) of WF in making cake, as well, 
replacement of WF (0, 1, 2 and 3%) by IBLP. The results showed that the 
cake processed from IBHP and IBLP had pronounced improvement (%) 
in its chemical composition (protein, lipids, ash and fiber content) while, 
the energy value and carbohydrate content decreased with increasing the 
replacement level. Also, the results showed that the TPC content, AOA, 
volume and specific volume were increased by increasing substitution 
level of IBHP and IBLP compared to control samples. On the other hand, 
total intensity, L*and a* values of the crust and crumb were decreased, 
whereas Chroma and b* values were increased for crumb and decreased 
for crust for all cake treatments by the addition of IBHP and IBLP com-
pared to control sample. For microbiological properties, the results 
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electrical network (power loss reduction and voltage 
profile).

INTRODUCTION

The electrical power systems are need-
ed during all modes of operation: 
startup; normal operation; during and 
after reactor shutdown; and as a high 
priority source of power during cer-

tain nuclear events. Special attention must be given 
during the periods when the reactor is shut down, 
that the electrical power systems continue to fulfill 
the applicable safety requirements. Also, it must be 
given when parts of the transmission system near to 
the NPP are taken out of operation for maintenance 
or surveillance testing (El-shibini et al., 1995).

The safety systems of the NPP are designed for 
continuous operation with limited variations in volt-
age and frequency from the nominal values. In the 
thermo-hydraulic safety analyses for the NPP, this 
operating area defines the initial values for pump 
speed (giving flow and pressure). Hence voltage and 
frequency of the electricity supply must also be con-
trolled within a defined narrow range (Hassan et al., 
2019).

In addition to requiring the grid system and the 
grid connection to the NPP to be reliable, NPPs also 
require the grid supply to have sufficient capacity, 
and to be of an appropriate quality, with both volt-
age and frequency to be maintained within defined 
ranges. It may be a requirement of the nuclear regu-
latory body in the country that the NPP disconnects 
or shuts down if the grid frequency goes outside the 
acceptable range, or if the grid voltage becomes so 
high or low that voltages within the plant are unac-
ceptable.

Briefly, any unexpected sudden disconnect of 
the NPP from a stable electric grid could trigger a 
severe imbalance between power generation and 

feeding causing a sudden drop in grid frequency and 
voltage. This could even flow into the failure of the 
grid if added power sources are not joined to the net-
work in time (Kotb et al., 2010).

The main objective of this paper is improving 
the network performance in all situations of opera-
tion (start up, shut down, and maintenance). This im-
provement in the voltage profile and reducing total 
power losses of the system will be achieved by using 
the capacitor devices at optimal allocation (Pyng et 
al., 2004; Das, 2008).

To solve this optimization problem Genetic Al-
gorithm (GA) technique is used. GA method is a 
commanding optimization technique analogous to 
the natural genetic process in natural science. In this 
paper, the objective function should be changed and 
the constraint is considered. The new objective func-
tion reduces the loss of a grid by considering opti-
mum capacitor placement. 

Problem formulation

The objective of the proposed algorithm aims to 
minimize the total cost due to capacitor placement, 
and power loses with constraints that include limits 
of voltage and size of installed capacitors. The fit-
ness function (FF) is given by (Adail et al., 2018):

FF=KKp*real(SLT) + sum(cap-cost) + sum(MM) + 
sum(CC)                                                     (1)      
where: -

- Cap-cost is the capacitor cost price i.e. cap cost 
(b) = VVC*c (b), VVC is the cost of KVAR.

- CC is Capacitor Constrain Penalty.
- MM is the Voltage Constrain Penalty typically the 

minimum and maximum voltage limits.

    (2)

KKp is the cost of real power loss = 168$/ (kW – 
year) (Mekhamer et al., 2002)

- SLT is the total power loss.
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- Power flow computes from the following equation:

        (3)

      (4)

     (5)

                                     (6)

where Pi and Qi are the real and reactive power 
flowing out of bus i, and PLi and QLi are the real and 
reactive load powers at bus i. Ri,i+1 and X i,i+1 are 
the resistance and reactance of the line section be-
tween buses i and i+1, respectively. The power loss 
of the line section connecting buses i and i+1 com-
puted as equation 

                    (7)

The total power loss of the feeder is calculated 
by summing up the losses of all line sections of the 
feeder, The total power loss equation defined by

   (8)

The bus reactive compensation power equation is 

    (9)

Where the reactive power is compensated at 
busi.

Proposed Computational Algorithm

Now days, there are many of nonlinear tech-
niques using to solve the hard optimization prob-
lems. Among the methods which can give us a global 
optimal solution is GA. 

Genetic algorithms use the principle of natural 
evolution and population genetics to search and ar-
rive near a high-quality global solution. It is essen-
tially built in the principle of natural selection, the 
procedure that drives biological evolution. GA con-
sists of a population of binary string, searching many 
peaks in parallel. Following are important terminol-

ogy in connection with the genetic algorithm [9]:

The flow chart of our manner is shown in Fig. 
1. Genetic Algorithm sets in the core of it and load 
flow algorithm is used in everywhere that evaluation 
process is essential.

Finally, base case network is evaluated and its 
indexes are registered. In the main path of it, Genetic 
Algorithm meaning full search to find the optimum 
place, and size for installing capacitors. This routine 
is programmed under MATLAB software. 

Case Study

After the implementation of the algorithm dis-
cussed in previous section, The proposed method 
has been tested on 16-bus radial distribution system 
which is presented in table 1. The program is written 
using mat lab and tested on windows-7, and the flow 
chart of the program is given in figure (2). The genet-
ic parameters are population size equal 80, number 
of generation equal 100, mutation probability equal 
0.02, and crossover probability equal 0.08. 

The results are used to compare the network 
after and before using the proposed technique. The 
algorithm has been implemented by using MATLAB 
program.

The technique is applied by choosing the loca-
tion and size capacitors to minimize the losses and 
make the voltage within the limits. Fig. 3 is a plot 
between algorithm of objective function and genera-
tion for stander IEEE16-bus system. The new con-
figuration is shown in Fig. 4 and the capacitors value 
in P.U. is shown in Fig.5.

The optimal values of power losses and Fitness 
function are 0.0036, and 4.0199e+005   p.u. and re-
spectively, and the voltage is within the accepted 
limit. The voltage value in P.U. at all buses after op-
timization using the present developed technique is 
shown in Fig.6.
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Fig. (1): flow chart of implemented methodology.

Fig. (3): Objective function for 16- bus system. Fig. (4): 16-bus distribution system with capacitors.

Fig. (2): procedure of the proposed method.
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Table (1) : Data of the three-feeder simple system.

Base: 100 MVA, 23 kV

A comparison between the obtained solutions by 
the proposed technique at Case study and the Base 
network configuration is given in Fig.6,7. It is clear 
that the solution obtained here gives lower losses 
than the base and the voltage node becomes within 
the limit. 

Fig. (5): capacitor size and allocation of 16-bus network.

Fig. (6): voltage profile at all buses network.

Fig. (7): Compare for power losses between Bus network 
and Case study.

Bus line No. bus
Or sw.

Line data End bus loading
Reactance

(p.u.)
Resistance

(p.u.)
Q

(MVAR)
P

(MW)
1-4 Sw1 0.10 0.075 1.6 2.0
4-5 Sw2 0.11 .080 1.5 3.0
4-6 Sw3 0.18 0.090 0.8 2.0
6-7 Sw4 0.04 0.040 1.2 1.5
2-8 Sw5 0.11 0.110 2.7 4.0
8-9 Sw6 0.11 0.080 3.0 5.0
8-10 Sw7 0.11 0.110 0.9 1.0
9-11 Sw8 0.11 0.110 0.1 o.6
9-12 Sw9 0.11 0.080 2.0 4.5
3-13 Sw10 0.11 0.110 0.9 1.0
13-14 Sw11 0.12 0.090 0.7 1.0
13-15 Sw12 0.11 0.080 0.9 1.0
15-16 Sw13 0.04 0.040 1.0 2.1
5-11 Sw14 0.04 0.040 - -

10-14 Sw15 0.04 0.040 - -
  7-16 Sw16 0.12 0.090 - -
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CONCLUSION

The work has been carried out to find the opti-
mal locations and sizes (kVAr) of capacitors placed 
in radial distribution system to maintain buses volt-
ages with the preset limit, which then reduces the 
impact effect of the grid network upon NPP. The 
work also shows that the optimal capacitor place-
ment controlled the flow of reactive power in grid 
lines and consequently led to decrease lines power 
losses. Applying the proposed technique on the 
power grid connected to NPP power house increase 
network reliability and then reduces the impacts on 
NPP shutdown and startup. The power distribution 
Utilities can prioritize their network improvements 
optimally using the above results. In additional the 
environmental benefits of energy loss reduction were 
briefly presented.
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